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John Delaney Starting to Think He
Might Not Win This Thing
It is now being reported
that presidential hopeful
John Delaney has started to
think that he just might not
win this thing. Sources close
to the unremarkable moderate candidate have noticed a
recent dip in his unwarranted
confidence.
“Honestly, we’re surprised that it took him so
long,” said Alexander “Xan”
Fishman, Delaney’s campaign manager. “Most people
jumped ship after our Wikipedia article was changed
to say that John was killed
by Elizabeth Warren during
the second debate. I know
because I’m the one who
changed it.”
As if to prove the point,
XanFishman’s voice echoed in
the otherwise empty campaign headquarters. Beyond
rows of abandoned desks sat
stacks of undistributed pamphlets and yard signs, relics of
a bygone era for the Delaney
campaign.
“John actually came
in the other day and asked
where everyone was. I didn’t

have the heart to tell him, so I
just said that they were all out
for lunch. He said to keep up
the good work, but I think some
part of him knew what was
going on. He’s really lost that
misguided Delaney optimism
that made me think I could milk
this job until the primary results
came in.”
Midway through the interview, John Delaney entered the
otherwise vacant office. He nodded, asked if we were “working
hard or hardly working?,” but
his heart barely seemed to be in

it. He invited us to have some of
his turkey sandwich and listen
to Bruce Springsteen in his
office, but it was clear that the
altogether doomed candidate
would rather be alone.
“His refusal to face reality
and drop out of the race is getting frustrating. I was hoping
that we’d get this whole thing
shut down in time for Halloween and turn this place into a
haunted house,” remarked Xan
Fishman. “Nothing says terrifying like lukewarm liberalism
and lost hopes and dreams.”

WashU Implements New 2-Factor
Authentication System
In a joint statement made
on Sunday, WashU Information Technology Services
and WUPD announced that
students will now be required
to use WashU 2FA (two-factor
authentication) when accessing WUSTL websites and
buildings.
In addition to swiping
their plastics—WashUID, not
Amex—students must scan
their Canada goose emblem
against a biometric scanner
equipped with NASA patternrecognition technology in
order to gain access to most
WashU buildings. Critical
systems, including WebSTAC,

Canvas, Bird e-scooters, and
the solar system will no longer
work unless students can prove
their coastal elitism using
WashU 2FA.
If a student cannot produce
the proper goose documentation, 2FA accepts the following
alternative methods of identification:
DNA sample procured from
earwax encrusted airpod
Paternity test verifying that
your daddy’s name is on the
building
If you have already enrolled
in WashU 2FA, no action is required. This new security measure will not affect students

who have already conformed
to the crippling societal pressure to buy a $995.00 canvas
sex-magnet. Max Dingleberry,
head of the University Security
Division, has neither confirmed nor denied allegations
that the new system reflects a
desire to “weed out the Patagonia riff-raff.”
Though largely successful,
WUPD has noted one minor
glitch the new security system:
the 2-factor authentication
prevents EMS and WUPD
themselves from accessing dormitory buildings. Their badges
are not currently recognized
by WashU 2FA, and the university’s budgeting committee has
not yet responded to their requests to upgrade their winter
uniforms to Canada Goose apparel. In response to concerns
over this slight complication,
Dingleberry assured students
that the system will remain
in place despite any "hiccups,"
referencing the potential that
2FA would make buildings
inaccessible to "himself, his
team of safety enforcers, and,
of course, the poors.”
If you have not enrolled in
WashU 2FA, please visit the
WashU 2FA website to enroll
and retain remote access to
WUSTL Key protected systems.
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Excerpt: The Evening Murmurs of a
WashU Emergency Blue Light
Ever wondered what’s up with those wacky blue lights all over campus? Wonder no more: the WUnderground Recording Desk (WURD) has helpfully wiretapped your most private emergency communications to shed some light on
the happenings at these brooding pillars.

OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT
9:15pm

Hello, you’ve reached WUPD. What is your
emergency?
Bro, come through.
What assistance do you need?
We’re just vibing. Come through.
Can I have your name and current location?
Brooo it’s Dan. We’re at the house. My
boy said he can get you in.
Bet.

10:23pm

Hello, you’ve reached WUPD. What is your
emergency?
STDCheck.com - A sexual partner tested
positive for an STD & recommends that you
also get tested. For details, visit STDcheck.com/notify Text STOP = Opt-Out
Oh, fuck. Forreal?
...
Damn, that’s crazy. I gotta change my
shit up.
...
Well, thanks for the heads up man.

10:57pm

Hello, you’ve reached WUPD. What is your
emergency?
Hi there, I’m currently unable to get
into my room.
Have you lost your keycard?
Nah, I just can’t get in.
Please provide a reason so we can best
assist you.
Well...my roommate won’t stop having sex
without me.
Lmao that’s crazy, have you tried pulling
the fire alarm?
Oh man that’s a great idea. Thank you
officer!
No problem, virgin.

1:21am

Hello, you’ve reached WUPD. What is your
emergency?
*lo-fi indie plays softly*
Oh word, is this KWUR?
*lo-fi indie intensifies*
Wow this is great, thanks for calling!
*white dude in Vans rapping*
...man I just gotta say this. Weezer is
mad problematic.

We hope we’ve given you a glimpse of all these pillars do for our community. Thanks, WUPD!
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[redacted]
HONG KONG FREE PRESS-

Good evening, this is Yu Xieren reporting live to you from
the streets of Hong Kong. A protest has just broken out between
anti-China and pro-democracy factions, fighting for the future of the
the city. Amidst police-civilian clashes, civilians shout “CHINA IS
A GREAT BULLY” and encourage each other to “add oil” - a phrase
meaning to keep up the fight - with megaphones. In 1997, England,
given the new world order that no longer approved of its imperialism,
decided to finally give up Hong Kong and give control of the city to
China. This follows the falling of the great Berlin Wall, another event
in major historical change. These new developments were meant to
protect people, mostly from the erosion of democracy by evil powers.
Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam claims that she should have the power
to overtly align legislative Hong Kong more closely with China’s laws.
Protesters believe that their ability to live freely in a modern world
are being taken away by China. Millions of protesters have turned
out over the last few weeks, yelling chants and protesting peacefully
before China lashed out forcefully with police violence. Since, protestors are donning innovative shields to rise up and insulate themselves
to continue demonstrating peacefully.
Xi Jinping was seen hovering in a trench coat near the edge of
the protests.

Air Bud Indicted on Drug Charges

Mugshots of the infamous hound.

Last weekend, multi-sport athlete Air Bud was indicted on public urination and drug charges at
a nightclub in downtown Miami.
Witnesses claimed they saw him
pounding shots of tequila, rolling multiple fatties, and carrying
white pills that Air Bud promised
were “just doggy treats.” After
being kicked out of the club for
being “too pawsy,” Air Bud was
caught golden- showering a fire
hydrant by police who discovered
the drugs in his possession.
What led Air Bud down this
path, you ask? Too often, the cul-

prit is likely the pressures of living in
the spotlight. “The attention changed
Air Bud,” Air Bud’s former human and
low-life grocer Josh Framm explained.
“It used to be the two of us, but then
he got famous and left me here in the
middle of Washington,” he shook his
head forlornly. “We haven’t talked in
years and I’m not sure we ever will
again, but I will always have a place for
Air Bud in my heart. I hope he eventually finds his way back.”
The first evidence of Air Bud’s
unhealthy habits can be traced back to
the late 90s. After interviewing rapper
J-Kwon, WUnderground discovered his
commonly misquoted line “everybody
in the club gettin’ tipsy” was originally
written “Air Bud in the club gettin’
tipsy,” inspired by a 1999 night when
J-Kwon ran into Air Bud at a NYC club
during one of Air Bud’s unruly benders. “He was on some shit that night,
man,” elaborated J-Kwon, “I ran into
AB passed out and white-nosed in one
of the VIP rooms while three blondes

played with his fur.”
In the mid-2000s, Air Bud’s alcohol and drug addiction forced his
retirement from sports, disappointing
countless adolescent boy-dog duos.
Many speculate that his dangerous
behavior results from CTE which he
incurred over the course of filming
his second sports documentary, “Air
Bud: Golden Receiver.” To learn more
about the impact CTE had on Air Bud,
WUnderground reached out to Air
Bud’s children, the Air Buddies, who
offered a solemn and simple “Woof,
woof, woof.”
Seeing another beloved icon succumb to the pressures of living in the
spotlight is heartbreaking. “It may
require a miracle for Air Bud to change
his ways,” Air Bud’s agent, Rich Paul,
laments, “but at the end of the day,
Air Bud has always had some magic in
him, and not just MDMA.”
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Kanye West Enters New ‘Bad’ Phase in Artistry

Kanye West has never been afraid
to push boundaries in the music
industry. He pioneered “chipmunk
soul” production on The College
Dropout, paved the way for emotionally vulnerable rap on 808s and
Heartbreak, and showed the world it
was okay to be a narcissistic psycho-

path on My Beautiful Dark Twisted
Fantasy. With the release of Jesus is
King, Kanye has entered a new, innovative, ‘bad’ phase in his artistry.
On Jesus is King, Mr. West gets
experimental with non-catchy
hooks, arrhythmic beats, and halfassed lyrics (“Closed on Sunday /

You’re my Chick-fil-A”). The album
is set to be a game changer.
“I was struggling to think about
where to go after The Life of Pablo,”
admitted Kanye, “but then, it came
to me: ‘what if I just suck really, really bad?’”
As always, Kanye lived and
breathed his art during the recording process. Sources close to Kanye
report that he’d prepare for every recording session by hitting his head
on the kitchen counter 35 times. He
also purposely forgot the English
language then relearned it...poorly.
“Kanye has never impressed me
more,” remarked Ty Dolla $ign, a
frequent collaborator. “Forgetting
English was a superhuman task, but
Kanye is always willing to go the
extra mile to improve his art.”
Critics are calling Jesus is King
everything from ''shitty” to ''borderline shitty.”
“People actually liked when

Satirical Paper Publishes Entire Article of
Just Scatting
Editor’s Note: One of Our Co-Presidents,really, really did
not want this article published, for fear that it would ruin the
“integrity” of our publication. But in a moment of triumph in
this world of darkness, the voices of the powerless masses rose
in a blissful chorus, and the staff ignited meaningful change.
Without further ado, the fruits of the power of collective action:
Skabity bidabidoo, skibeep beep dibibap! Badap dap
pow ba dum dum didum. Bap bap ba deee dap dooo
dodododod. Doo doo didatdat. Doo didat dat daaaaa! Boopidee boopidee AHHHHHHHHHH. Skidow! Skidibididibididoo. Skadibididipdipbidet! Doo da li deee dam dam POP.
Skiddily bap bap AHH UHHHH HAHAHAHAHA AAHHHAHAHAAAAAAAAAAGH.
Scoobididoobididooooo. Scoobididoobididooooowhereareyou! Baba lapa dooooo ladada. Dee do dam. Skabity bidabidoo, skibeep beep dibibap! Badap
dap pow ba dum dum didum. Bap bap ba deee dap dooo dodododod. Doo doo didatdat. Doo
didat dat daaaaa! Baba lapa dooooo ladada dee do dam. Boopidee boopidee AHHHHHHHHHH.
Skidow! Skidibididibididoo. Skadibididipdipbidet! Doo da li deee dam dam POP.
Skiddily bap bap AHH UHHHH HAHAHAHAHA AAHHHAHAHAAAAAAAAAAGH.
AEUUUGHAHHHHHH HAAAAAAAAAAAANH WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
URGHHHHHHAAAAAAAA. FUUUUUCK! FUUUUUUUUUCK! JESUS FUCKING CHRIST
GHEAAAARGHHHHHH!
Collin: Skabity bidabidoo, skibeep beep dibibap! Badap dap pow ba dum dum didum
Henry: Bap bap ba deee dap dooo dodododod..
Collin: Doo doo didatdat. Doo didat dat daaaaa!

I rapped ‘poopity scoop’ on Lift
Yourself,” added Kanye, noticeably
surprised at his initial failure to
create objectively poor art. “I really
had to try to suck harder this time.”
“Sometimes I’d be getting in my
element, you know, like really feeling
a beat, but thankfully Pusha T or Kid
Cudi would stop me,” Kanye continued, “They really helped me keep my
vision of a terrible album alive.”
“Kanye has completely changed
the game in choosing not to make
good music,” commented Hunter
Wyman, a ‘Bad Music Historian’ at
Harvard University. “This album
will surely expand people’s tastes,
opening their eyes to a diverse
range of sucky music.”
Critics and fans have been
universally impressed by Kanye’s
ability to seamlessly shift from making good music to making bad music. As Kanye himself puts it, “Who
better to sell out to than Jesus?”

OPINIONS
Point: The State Has a
Monopoly on Violence

By: Nate Prittlan
Sociology Major

Max Weber’s work informs modern political
and societal conflict in salient ways. A neoliberal condemnation of violent resistance has
granted the state, and only the state, the ability
to use, threaten, and authorize violence against
its citizens through police brutality, mass
incarceration, and the withholding of public
benefits.

Rohit: boopidee boopidee AHHHHHHHHHH
Collin: Skidow! Skidibididibididoo. Skadibididipdipbidet!
Henry: doo da li deee dam dam POP
Rohit: Skiddily bap bap AHH UHHHH HAHAHAHAHA AAHHHAHA-

Counterpoint: No, I Have
a Monopoly on Violence

HAAAAAAAAAAGH
Collin: Scoobididoobididooooo. Scoobididoobididooooowhereareyou!
Henry: baba lapa dooooo ladada DEE do DAMN
Jon:

Op-Ed: I Think That’s Problematic

I think those views are
very problematic. For one
thing, they have issues. For
another thing, they contain all

sorts of flaws. It is a logical
fallacy to believe those views.
Moreover, the person who
has those views is extremely
problematic. Their worldview is skewed. They are a
problematic figure because
there are all sorts of issues
with them.
Don’t play devil’s advocate here. Doing so would be
problematic. Why? Because
it could cause all sorts of
problems. Just know that it
is morally wrong to defend
such bad views.
I concede that you may

hold different opinions,
and that you many not find
those views problematic at
all. However, you are wrong
and you should feel bad. We
know you are wrong because
my views are right and your
views are different from mine,
so your views must be wrong.
In times like these, it is
important to remember that
we live in a society. There are
rules against being problematic and doing problematic
things. Keep that in mind the
next time you say something
that has problems.

By: Jax Wilson
10 years old, Just Got a bb Gun

That’s all well and good, but I think you failed to
consider one important thing: my cool Uncle just
got me this sick bb gun for my birthday. Yeah,
I’m pretty much unstoppable with this bad boy.
My friend Kevin let me shoot him at point blank
the other day, and he still has a red spot on his
lower back. I also hurt a Squirrel pretty badly,
and have totally made a couple dents in the tree
in my front yard. I don’t know who “State” is,
but I really don’t think he could step to the bb
gun. Anyway, please don’t tell my mom about
this—she won’t even let me play Call of Duty and
she’ll totally flip if she finds out.
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Skymall Presents: White Noise Machine
for Realists
From the makers of the
original White Noise Machine
designed to lull users into a gentle slumber, Skymall presents a
new and revolutionary White
Noise Machine for Realists.
The product is set to hit stores
this December, complete with
several new pragmatic, true-tolife settings.
For the environmentalists
out there, the machine’s first
new setting will offer rainforest
sounds with a topical twist. This
new track features the crack-

ling sounds of tree canopies
burning, punctuated with the
occasional squeal of endangered
species killed in the wreckage.
Brought to you directly from
Brazil’s incinerating Amazon,
producers say this realistic take
on rainforest sound will allow people to sleep knowing
the truth… and that’s the most
peaceful effect of all.
The machine’s producers
state, “People love the rainforest. There really is a pleasing
white-noise quality to it that
we think users
will love. Also,
we couldn’t find
any original
rainforest sounds
from before the
fires, but this
seems to do just
fine.” President
Bolsonaro declined to comment.
The next
new track on
the White Noise
Machine for

TOP 10...

Realists was engineered for college students. This track features
muffled sobs interspersed with
the sound of blowing mucus,
meant to imitate your emotionally unstable roommate from
freshman year.
Here to comment is user
Jacob Bernstein, a college
student who recently put this
setting to the test. States Bernstein, “I’d been having a tough
time falling asleep in my single
room sophomore year, but this
setting put me right to sleep.
It’s like Max was still there on
a bed 3 feet from mine, right
back in that deep depression.
Those sobs lulled me to sleep
all of freshman year. Yeah, I
slept great.”
Set to hit stores December
12th, the White Noise Machine
for Realists will be a sure hit
among users of all ages. Stay
tuned: producers have hinted at
plans to release more groundbreaking settings, such as “The
Millennial Special,” featuring 11
Hours of Continuous Thunderous Applause.

Trump Pardons McChicken Sandwich He Was Going to Eat
In a moment of deep and
profound mercy, President
Donald Trump decided to
pardon the McChicken he had
planned on eating in honor of
the Thanksgiving Holiday.
Citing his Christian faith
and sudden hankering for a
McFish, Trump announced
that he would allow the McChicken sandwich, a processed and somewhat ambiguous amalgam of cooked
chicken, “to live out the rest
of its natural life in the wild
where it belonged.”
“McChicken is a fantastic
guy. #1 clucker. MY people
know this, my people would
never lay a finger on this McChicken. And the mainstream
media, always after McChicken. It’s a witch hunt. CNN
better watch its back,” tweeted

Trump.
“I think this chicken has
a really long and healthy life
ahead of him,” said Trump,
bending over to place the
sandwich on the White
House lawn before giving it
a gentle pat. “You’re free to
go. Fly away now.” At press
time, the
McChicken was
seen lying
motionless on
the grass,
completely untouched.
Democrats have
taken this
gesture as
a plea for

constitutional leniency from
the White House, but have assured reporters that they plan
to move forward with their
impeachment inquiry. Nancy
Pelosi, last seen purchasing
an Impossible Whopper from
Burger King, could not be
reached for comment.

Things to be
Thankful For

11.

The fact that I can
wear 2 pairs of
underwear without
anyone knowing

10.

The fact I can wear
underwear twice
in a row without
anyone knowing

9.

The continued cultural
relevance of Vine

8.

Woodstock ‘69

7.

All the hard work
our RA put into the
events we never go to

6.

Discourse about
Willem DaFoe’s
Massive Schlong

5.

The Ford F-150
with its superior
towing strength and
storage capacity

4.

Flea from the Red
Hot Chili Peppers

3.

Icebreakers

2.

Jazz!

1.

The Cold, Distant
love of my father

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Your freshman suite is having a disagreement. What do you think?

MATTHEW LIEBERMAN

BLAKE FELTON

HENRY STILLMAN

CLAY BURNHAM

GEORGE WASHINGTON

Lives in Hurd 231

Lives in Hurd 232

Lives in Hurd 233

Lives in Hurd 244

Not living

"I’ve been saying for
a while now that we
need to have a conversation about this."

"We need to try to
empathize with him. We
don’t understand the
whole of his circumstances—we should
keep that in mind."

“All I have to say: 'To
everything, there is
a season; and a time
to every purpose
under heaven.'"

"The breaking point was
parents’ weekend."

"Geez, can’t a guy
just jack it in the
common room every
once in a while?"

